JRebel + XRebel

Reload code changes instantly

Real-time insight, faster apps
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About the company:
Gnomon’s mission is to develop innovative IT products and provide professional services for the implementation and delivery of reliable business systems and solutions to its customers.

They have helped me save me time on redeploying apps and easily find slow queries. I enable both JRebel and XRebel at the same time on my server as they are complementary tools. I use JRebel many times a day to make changes to classes, and JRebel reloads instantly. I use XRebel a few times a week to see my queries performance.

– Kostas Karkaletsis, Software Development Manager

About JRebel

A JVM plugin which fast tracks the development of Java applications by skipping the time consuming build and redeploy steps.

JRebel makes developers more productive since they can view code changes in real time, while preserving application state.

JRebel integrates with over 100 leading frameworks, as well as application servers, IDEs and build environments.

About XRebel

A performance-focused developer productivity tool that helps developers identify, understand and resolve application performance bottlenecks throughout the development workflow.

Displaying real-time metrics and method-level drilldowns, XRebel lets developers iteratively optimize their applications during development, resulting in reduced technical debt, averted rework, and improved end-user experience.

For more information go to our website www.zeroturnaround.com or send us an email at sales@zeroturnaround.com